
 
  

 

 “You’re Pointing the Camera the Wrong Way.” Under that headline, Nashvillian 

Margaret Renkl writes about the proliferation of selfies. “With the advent of the self-

facing camera,” she says, “the human world turned in fundamental ways.”1 
 

 I must admit that I keep my head on a swivel whenever I am in a group observing 

some kind of landmark. I was at Cheekwood during Christmas observing the beautiful 

lights. We were down at the toy train display, always a highlight. I was looking up at the 

overpass with the lit-up toy train coming over, when I heard someone say a word I cannot 

repeat here, followed by, “We’ll need to take it again, dude in the beanie messed it up.” I 

looked around, saw them angle away from me with a disdainful look, and realized I was 

the dude in the beanie. You have to be careful these days.  
 

  Renkl recognizes that there’s no use fighting the trend. There are no doubt many 

delightful selfie photos out there. But she does wonder about the effect it is having on us. 

“The greatest danger in flipping the camera toward ourselves is what happens when we 

make ourselves the center of the photograph, the center of the world itself.” 
 

 I worry about that trend in the way we read the Bible; you could call it 

#selfieexegesis. 
 

 And if ever there was a scripture passage to draw the selfie-takers, it is the 

Beatitudes. You can see it now - #Blessed. Who doesn’t want to be blessed? The hashtag 

is everywhere on social media. Usually it is accompanied by feet on the beach with the 

ocean in the background. Or maybe two upheld glasses of wine in a frozen toast with a 

mountain range displayed behind it. Or that perfect filet mignon at Ruth’s Chris 

Steakhouse. #Blessed. 
 

So we read these blessings and immediately want to see ourselves in them. We 

want to belong to the kingdom of heaven, to be comforted, to inherit the earth, and be 

filled, and receive mercy, and see God, and, most assuredly, be called the children of 

God.   

 
1 Margaret Renkl, “You’re Pointing the Camera the Wrong Way.” The New York Times, January 23, 2023. 
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Looking at this text through the selfie lens, we immediately recognize all the ways 

we fall short. “Blessed are the poor in spirit,” says Jesus, and we’re at once wondering if 

we are humble enough. “Blessed are the pure in heart,” and we’re questioning our 

holiness. “Blessed are the peacemakers,” and we’re thinking about yelling at that guy in 

front of us on the two-lane road who had the gall to drive the speed limit. Not very 

peaceful.  
 

Our worry is compounded when we recognize that the Beatitudes are the preamble 

to the Sermon on the Mount, the sermon that will call us to turn the other cheek, go the 

extra mile, give the shirt off our back, and love our enemies. How is it possible for us to 

achieve such blessedness? 
 

 Maybe we’re pointing the camera the wrong way. We are taking our selfie in front 

of these blessings when we are being called to focus on the one who pronounces them. E. 

Stanley Jones says, “The man who first spoke these words practiced them. He was a man 

so beautiful, his words so symmetrical, so compelling, so just, that we see this is what life 

ought to be like. These words must be interpreted in light of that face.”2 
  

 Several years ago one of the students in our church brought me an icon as a gift 

from a mission trip. It was an image of the resurrected Christ. And this icon, like all of 

them, drew my eye to the face of Christ, to his probing eyes, to his gentle demeanor, to 

his arms and hands perpetually inviting me to come in closer to him. Icons were and are a 

tool of prayer. Through contemplation, we seek communion with Christ. 
 

 Presbyterians back in the day of the Reformation tossed all the icons out of the 

churches. They believed it encouraged “superstition.” They felt the icons put all the work 

on the one doing the contemplation, another way we have to earn our place by Christ’s 

side. They said we already had an icon of Christ – the Scriptures themselves. Christ is, 

after all, the Word of God. He is that Word because he not only spoke about poverty and 

hunger and mourning and peacemaking; he embodied them. We interpret his words as 

iconic; we interpret the words in light of his face, his person, his life.  
 

And while I think the Reformers may have overreacted a bit in throwing out the 

artistic icons, we will forever be in their debt for turning our contemplation back to the 

Scripture, through Which Christ spoke and continues to speak. 

 

The Beatitudes are just that – blessings – words that Jesus speaks over those who 

hear him, those who to follow him, however imperfectly. “Blessed are you,” says Jesus. 

Not “I will bless you if…”  

 
2 E. Stanley Jones, A Working Philosophy of Life (Potomac, MD: E Stanley Jones Foundation, 2017), 35-37. 



We do not approach these blessings then with a legalistic mind, but with the mind 

of those who love Jesus, who are loved by Jesus, who belong to him. As Jones says, “this 

is not the charter of the Christian’s duty but of the Christian’s liberty.”3 We are set free to 

be in Christ, part of his Body, impelled by his love, forgiven by his grace.  

 

Because we are in Christ, we are blessed. Christ tells us that we belong to the 

kingdom of heaven, that we have a home in the realm of God. Christ comforts us when 

we mourn because Christ himself tasted death for us all. Christ tells us that we will 

inherit the earth because the earth is the Lord’s, and we are the Lord’s. Christ feeds us at 

this table that we may be satisfied. Christ grants us mercy, again and again, at this font. In 

Christ, we see the very face of God. Christ looks at each one of us and calls us children of 

God.  

 

None of this happens because of who we are or what we do, but because of who 

Christ is; because of what he has done. When we keep the camera turned toward him, 

when we see his face in this icon of words, of blessings, we are set free.   

 

 The Beatitudes describe Jesus himself, and we see in them a description of life that 

is truly living, a life of flourishing.  

But notice this – he announces these blessings to a bunch of disciples who will go 

on to completely misunderstand who he is, who will mess up time and again, and who 

will, in the end, forsake him – one will even betray him. He speaks these blessings at the 

beginning of Matthew. He pronounces the blessing upon this group that does not reflect 

the words he speaks. 

And let’s be honest, neither do we. We do not reflect these words.  

The words of Jesus’ blessing have echoed alongside other events the last couple of 

weeks. Numerous mass shootings have invaded places where people gathered to express 

joy in dancing or to work to put food on their tables. Normal places where unsuspecting 

people are subjected to terror and unimaginable loss. 

And right down the road, our fellow Tennesseans in Memphis are shocked and 

enraged and mourning over senseless violence against the body of Tyre Nichols. His 

mother is forced to come to terms with the fact that he was less than a hundred yards 

away from her, calling out to her over and over during the ordeal that would end his life. 

 
3 Ibid., A Working Philosophy of Life. 



What do those words mean – Blessed are they who mourn, blessed are the 

peacemakers, blessed are those who hunger and thirst for righteousness, for justice – 

considering these and so many other devastations?  

I do believe that demonstrations and conversations and hard efforts to change 

institutions are necessary. I support the honest efforts made by politicians of all parties to 

address the complex issues that give rise to this mourning. I think those who perpetrate 

crime, no matter who they are, should be held accountable.  

And I also believe this. One of the problems with selfies is that they focus on the 

self. Even a selfie of a group has the one taking the picture as the primary subject; 

everyone else is in the foreground. I wonder if we don’t too often approach our lives, and 

our faith, in the same way? It is up to us, and only us, to acquire the blessings Christ 

offers, to work for them. It is up to us as citizens to protect ourselves, to earn our way, to 

provide, to survive.  

But Jesus hardly ever speaks that way. He pronounces these blessings to his 

disciples. The “you” is not singular. Blessed are y’all. All y’all. Christ’s church is blessed 

and called to be a blessing, to participate in the blessing of Christ for the world.  

To join with the gentle Christ in poverty of spirit, in meekness, in a world of power 

and bombast is to be part of the healing of the world. 

To join with Christ in mourning for the world’s pain in a world that tries to gloss it 

over is to help move the world toward wholeness. 

To join with Christ in hungering and thirsting for justice is to help be part of the 

truth-telling that leads to authentic life. 

To participate in Christ’s mercy is to be part of Christ’s reconciliation of the world.  

To be a participant in Christ’s peacemaking is to join in the shalom only God can 

give.  

None of this can we do alone. We do it together, in worship, study, and service. 

This is the mission of the church – not to earn Christ’s blessing, but to receive it, to let it 

shape us, that we might be part of God’s loving the world back to life. In her opinion 

piece, Renkl quotes Dorothea Lange, who photographed everyday people during the 

Depression, “The camera is an instrument that teaches people how to see without a 



camera.”4 Is this not what we seek as a church, the reason we come together around this 

Word. To be taught how to see, not with the lens of the self, but the lens of Christ. Let us 

turn the camera back to where it belongs, turn ourselves, our church, always and forever, 

into the face of Christ, from whom all blessings flow. Amen. 

 
4 Renkl, “you’re Pointing the Camera the Wrong Way.” 


